PROTECT YOUR HARDWOOD FLOORING INVESTMENT...

WITHOUT THE MESS

Why Basic® Coatings?

Born out of bowling alley finishes in the 70’s, Basic® Coatings was waterbased before waterbased was green. Manufactured right here in the USA, Basic Coatings was the originator and remains the innovator in waterbased wood floor finish and wood floor maintenance systems.
WHICH HARDWOOD FLOOR SOLUTION IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

The Dirt Dragon™ Hardwood Floor Cleaning Machine and Basic® Coatings commercial cleaners provide a proven combination that is far superior to any competitive cleaning system. The pair aggressively scrubs the floor while extracting contaminants. These distinct options use green cleaners that offer low odor and minimum downtime.

1. INTENSIVE CLEANING

**Aggressively cleans: dirt, grease, hair, dust, built-up residue and contaminants.**

This can be done alone as a routine maintenance procedure.

- Scrub with floor prep cleaning machine and I.F.T. - the intensive cleaner
- Repeat scrub with cleaning machine and Squeaky - commercial floor cleaner
- Tack with microfiber cleaning pad and commercial floor cleaner

$ ________

2. CLEAN AND REFINISH

**Aggressively cleans + Refinishes the floor to a uniform sheen of gloss or satin.**

A combination of the Intensive Cleaning step and the quick and easily applied Hardwood Floor Refinisher. This system removes dirt from the floor and restores a uniform sheen.

- Scrub with floor prep cleaning machine and I.F.T. - the intensive cleaner
- Scrub with commercial floor cleaner
- Apply Hardwood Floor Refinisher with a microfiber cleaning pad

$ ________

3. TYKOTE® DUST-FREE RECOATING

**Aggressively cleans + Refinishes the floor to a uniform sheen of gloss, semi-gloss, satin or super matte + provides a durable protective coating.**

A combination of the Intensive Cleaning step and StreetShoe®, a very durable protective coating.

- Scrub with floor prep cleaning machine and I.F.T. - the intensive cleaner
- Repeat scrub with cleaning machine and commercial floor cleaner
- Apply protective coating with a microfiber pad
- Top coat with preferred StreetShoe sheen

$ ________

Schedule your next appointment: